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Talk about action packed! Missiles, fighter jets, sneaking around, darkness, burning sun and so

much more! The Remnant is living up to the rest of the series for sure! This is the tenth book in the

series. I only have 2 left to read!The imagination of these two authors is great and awes me. I

understand that they get the basic facts from the Bible. But then to be able to see that in real life!

That is talent to me. I just love reading their books. It's definitely entertaining.

This book is part of a large series. Very entertaining and much better than the films that came out a

few years back. A lot of action and excitement. It is based on what mankind must go thru before the

second coming. Look at it as truth or fiction. Either way it is very exciting?

Carpathia has his enemies where he wants them: massed a Petra, a million strong -- within reach of

two bombs and a missile no one could survive without a miracle.The Trib Force's aliases and their

Strong tower safe house have been compromised, so Rayford, Buck, and all members have to flee

for their lives.Things are coming to a head and more woes are scheduled to be poured out on the

inhabitants of the Earth.This tenth book in the Left Behind series is just as good as the preceding

works. LaHaye and Jenkins keep the tension and action going along with their interpretation of what

"end-time" scripture MIGHT be saying.Again, I had a good time reading this story and look forward

to the eleventh book when it comes up in my rotation schedule.



Progressively bad. I read the first book in the Left Behind series on a recommendation from a

relative. It was a marginally good story with interesting, yet predictable characters.As I often do, I

wanted to read the series as it continued. What I found disappointed me and offended me as a

Christian. Mr. LaHaye and Mr. Jenkins took the series from something entertaining with a message

to something garbled that hammered you over the head with a message.Their characters became

more one-dimensional. The writing became thin, and by this 10th installment, even the margins

increased so the book could appear longer than it was. Literally, the substance of the book

diminished.Any Christian with a brain should avoid this series after the first book.

Lahaye and Jenkins move the story of the Christian Armageddon along. However, the story has

gotten a bit flat and feels less important than the original book in the series. If you are like me

though, it doesn't matter. This book helps get us closer to the day Jesus comes back.

The remnant that are going to go through the Great Tribulation because they were left behind will

make it to repopulate the Earth. God will protect them so that they will survive.

The remarkable series continues with yet another great book! I don't know how the authors

managed to keep up the great storylines over so many books but they did!

This is my first time reading this series. I am completely in love with this book. Had to get them all in

hardcover for my growing library.
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